
the dots and pixels of all your digital needs



introduction

We are a full spectrum digital creative agency.

As one of the leading digital agency in Poland 

we create innovative brand strategies, design 

and develop exceptional digital artifacts, and 

provide digital marketing solutions from insight 

to implementation.

Incepted in 2000



Perceiving.
Endeavouring.
Delivering.
Our unique integrated approach, helps 

your brand connect with today's social 

and mobile first customers and ultimately 

results in lifting their purchase intent.



Rest 
assured, 
work with us
and be convinced you are our high 

contrast client, partner & friend.

Title here

Praesent in imperdiet 

nibh. Suspendisse 

potenti. Sed laoreet 

gravida tempus. Nam 

dapibus lobortis ex 

id iaculis. 

Proin tempus ex 

maximus lacus auctor, 

vel mollis nisi 

egestas. Duis 

pulvinar massa 

aliquet, hendrerit 

dui venenatis, 

ultrices massa. Sed 

consectetur tincidunt 

porta else. 



our services
uniqueness defined

creativity is not just a tool, for us it is a way of life.



web development ui/ux mobile app

e commerce branding seo services

photo/video printing smm/smo



creativity is not just a tool, for us it is a way of life.

creativity is not the finding of a thing, but the making of something out of it after it is found

with the unique blend of communication, design and experience in the application of a wide range of technical knowledge 

we are well equipped with the ability to see the potential that you offer and how our services can all roundedly

furnish your vision.

with years of experience, our family of experts offer you the kind of credibility that is nothing less than pixel 

perfect.

here at dnp we keep it simple, with a proper work division and clear timelines which in turn avails the opportunity of 

having reliable company, in contrast to just work colleagues, amongst any storm of challenges that we take up as one 

single entity!

everybody is available to anyone in the team, who needs the help or guidance with a problem, curtailing hierarchy from 

disrupting the seamless flow of creativity and innovation, but as all functional families there is a background of 

chores as work division and bitter-sweet but straight bouncing of opinions and advice where and when needed.

we believe that our clients are our extended family, welcome to the family!

our team



we do only what we love
undivided attention. 

abounding dedication.

assured results.



branding.
we design holistic visual brand 

identities, to exhibit your 

product's qualities as a pure and 

aesthetic depiction to create a 

brand, your brand



branding.
we design holistic visual brand 

identities, to exhibit your 

product's qualities as a pure and 

aesthetic depiction to create a 

brand, your brand



apps.
we know the need for dynamic 

and zesty mobile apps that 

are designed with such unique 

ingenuity that will actually 

make a difference for pacing 

up with the ever increasing 

numbers and demands of the 

app using generation.



www.
we offer all round solutions from 

the simplest to the most complex 

needs that your vision for a 

website requires backed with the 

skills of latest trends in this 

skill area.



photo.

our team



our extended family
of satisfied clients are scattered all over the world 

and have been a part of making us who we are from 

the very beginning.





thank you!

www.dotnpixel.pl | talk@dotnpixel.pl | +48 505 205 290


